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Abstract 

An analysis u presented of the uses of metadatafim 
four aspecu of database opemtionr:(i) seamh, query, 
retrieval; (2) ingest, quality control processing; (3) 
application to application tramfeer; (4) storage, archive. 
Typical degrees of database finctionality, ranging from 
simple j l e  rebicval to interdkciplinmy global query with 
metadatabase-user dialog and involving many distributed 
autonomous ahfabmes, are ranked in approximate order of 
increasing sophirtication of the required knowledge 
representation. An architecture is oullinedfor implement- 
ing such functionality in many dxerent dkciplinmy 
domains utilking a variety of off the shelfdatabase 
management subsysremr and prPcwsor sofwm, each 
specialized to a direrent abstmct data model. 

1: Introduction 

This paper presents an analysis of issues concerning the 
managanent afmtadah, fhm the perspective of a concerned 
scientific user. It is apparent that scientists and their 
information managers in many different disciplines are 
struggling with similar problems, yet with very little 
awarenessofwbathasbeenaccomplishedinotherareas. The 
goal, towards which this analysis is only a first step, is to 
establish a fi-amework for dialog aud partnership between 
users and computer scientists and database management 
system vendors within which each group c8n contribute to 
successful solutions. Because such a dialog has scarcely 
begun, the conclusions are n d y  tentative. They may, 
however, stimulate further discussion. 
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information system that is still evolvingartofamyriadof 
disconnected and independent pieces [21, A Workshop on 
Metadata foc Scientific and Technical Data hhageamt, 
spoasaed byhe IEEEMass Storage Syrdans & Technology 
Technical Committee, was held in &I@ Park, Maryland, 
May 16- 18,1994, with participants h a Wide variety of 
backgrounds During discussion of a white papa &ailed by 
one of us (F.P.B.) and entitled 'A Mdadata Reference 
Model: A Strawman"[3], many diffatat views were 
expressed [3]. Some of these views arerc8ectedhae, as is 
further reading of the published and g r q  litaature. 

1.2: What i s  metadat.? 

Metadata is generally Iooseiy detkud as "infarmaton 
which makes data useful". Metadata typka@ desab tbe 
structure of a data set or the inteSpretatMat0 be placed on 
coilections of similar items within that data set, rather than 
focusing on the individual instances d y  regarded as 
primary data It is, however, an overloaded term, meaning 
different things in different contexts. 
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To a computer systems engineer metadata means physical 
level information like file names and formats, data types, and 
hash tables Le. what is necessary to decode a sequence of 
bytes into basic elements recognized by a general purpose 
programming language. To a database manager metadata 
may mean the contents of a schema, i.e. names for al l  the 
clnssts ofdata objects in the database, a precise statement of 
all their a t t r i i  andofthe relationships between them, and 
a characterization of the questions that can be asked of the 
dntnbase, It may also mean a collection of rules and heuristics 
modeling staradard operating procedures in some disciplinary 
domain, which can be used to &ame and interpret interactions 
with users and other databases. To a physical scientist 
metadata may be a critical calibration constant, i.e. a number 
to be placed in a fmula  used to transform the data, or it may 
mean a natural language description of the measurement 
prootss of which the data was the outcome. To an intelligent 
novice exploring a new domain, it may simply be a guide to 
where to find more idormation. 
With the increasing power and scope of computerized 

information management and the development of networking 
and dis2n’buted workgroups, all these senses of the term have 
to be integrated into a seamless whole. Such integration is 
needed to enable better communication both among groups of 
specialists, and, even more important, between specialists in 
different disciplines who need to establish a common factual 
base. 

V i e d h s n  this perspective, another aspect of metadata 
becomes apparent Two humans exchanging messages make 
sweeping assumptions about the context in which those 
messages are to be intepreted. Ifthose assumptions differ 
between the parties, misunderstandings are likely to arise. 
Most frequently, failures OCCUT because one assumes the other 
is a w m  of some fact when in reality they are not. Or a term 
may unknowingly be used in two different senses. As 
humans, we are skilled in detecting symptoms of such 
misunderstanding, and at the first suspicion ask for 
clarification. Unfortunately, when computers are involved it 
is necessary to make all  assumptions explicit, and sufficient 
metsdata must be exchanged to ensure that both parties share 
a common basis of contextual knowledge. Thus what is 
adequate metadata depends on with whom or with what one 
is communicating. As the context of permissible 
communication is expanded, the breadth of ancillary 
information, i.e. metadata, has to grow too. 

2: A functional analysis 

2.1: Prioritlea for scientific databases 

In the past, widely available database management systems 
have been dominated by COnmKFcial applications. These tend 
to have schemas that are relatively static, though the contents 
may be updated liequently. Priorities are transactional 
integrity and high volume quay and update capability, though 
as the tools (such as SQL queries) have become available 
exploratory queries h m  management have become more 
prominent. Scientific databases, on the other hand, are 
generally continually adding not only more data h m  
measurements, but also new types of data such as derived 
products that provide value added to most scientific users. 
Deletions tend to occur only en masse, when entire datasets 
are discarded as obsolete or not worth maintaining. Success 
is measuredby the discovery of new relations within the data 
and by the new questions they stimulate, not by transactional 
efficiency. Thus the flexibility to deal with rapidly evolving 
schemas, and the effective documentation of the database 
contents must be fimdamental priorities. Highly repetitive 
applications, and the efiicient handling of complex 
transactions are much less prominent requirements. 

With the advent of inexpensive personal computers and 
extensive networking, many organizations are txying to 
exploit the contents of locally maintained databases as 
entetprisswideassd~Thistrendisparticuldyevidentinthe 
domain of computer aided manuhturbg [4], where the 
synthesis of the originally separate computerized hct ions of 
design, parts management, process planning, and shop floor 
control can achieve major increases in resource productivity 
and quality of the hished product, To achieve effective 
integration a m s s  many different organizational subunits, 
basic issues have to be addressed [4]. It must be possible to 
gain an enterprise-wide view the current state of an activity 
which is spread over many departments. This requires 
computer inkpxttable &cation of which departments do 
what and how they relate to each other. Such information is 
stored in a data repository (or more consistently a metadata 
reposiloyy), and must be linked to the process of assembling 
current data h n  many different locations. At the same time, 
the work flow over the computerized network must be 
structured so as to eliminate centralized fimctions which have 
a small but direct role in a large fraction of individual 
operations e.g. an enterprise-wide file directory. In a large 
organization, such choke points can easily lead to network 
saturation, or even worse, enforce synchronization on 



otherwise independent parallel processes, negating the 
advantages of distributed computing with local control. 
Another issue is the consistent use of names throughout the 
organization, or at least the tabulation of local synonyms and 
the identification of homonyms. This has been addressed by 
the Mormation Resaxces Dictionary System (IRDS) project 
[51. 

The scientific community faces similar challenges, but 
there nre significant differences in emphasis. We suspect that, 
even within a single discipline, the measurement processes, 
theories, and established knowledge, which provide the 
technical work environment will never be coded with 
d i c i e n t  completeness to eliminate human judgement in its 
interpretation. Even if it were technically feasible, research 
sciedsts would not permit it, because they make their living 
by challenging and changing the established order. There is, 
by design, no central authority capable of imposing standards 
on such matters, so codification will be tolerated only insofar 
as it is uncontrovemial and obviously essential to achieve 
more interesting things. The synthesis of information fiom 
disparate sources will thus in large measure continue to 
require interaction with a knowledgeable user. Exchange of 
"facts" between disciplines inevitably oversimplifies the 
qualifications that scientists are trained to make, so any 
utilization of such information in modeling has to involve 
fuzzy logic, statements of probability, or other heuristics 
whichreflectuncertrun a ty, and humans will be required at least 
to monitor the reasonableness of the outcome. 

2.2: Aspects of metndata usage 

To fix ideas on the role of metadata, the four aspects of 
scientific database operations shown in Figure 1 were 
considered in detail in the Strawman [3]. Only some generic 
conclusions reported here. 

The asped "search, browse, retrieval" in Figure 1 is driven 
by a human user's need to answer questions efficiently, for 
example "Is it likely to be of use to me?", "Is it really what I 
want?" and "How do I get it?". A conclusion is that, in 
general, an effective scientific information system needs to 
offer, besides primary data fiom measurements, a rich set of 
documents containing a high density of scientific guide 
information, together with an expanding range of derived 
products such as analyses and theoretically inspired 
interpretations which summarize, index, or integrate the 
primary data with information fiom other sources. 

The aspect "ingest, quality assurance, and reprocessing" 
is driven by the need to acquire a high quality dataset with a 

\ Figure 1 Aspects of metadata usage 

precisely deW data dictionary, and to ensure the logical and 
scientific integrity of the database, together with adequate 
documentation of provenance, processing, and material 
relevant to data interpretation. It requires input both from 
expert scientists and h m  individuals skilled in knowledge 
engineering, and requires as much care and attention for 
derived products as it does for original measurements. 
CASE-like tools to assist in this ~"X'RSS are urgently needed. 

The aspect "application to application transfer" is driven 
by the need to transfer without human intervention 
information in the database to other databases on different 
platfoxms with Merent database management regimes In a 
loose association of autonomous units, a good strategy for 
enabling gracefid evolution is to provide at each level of the 
communication process not a single interface or transfer 
standard, but rather a handfid of choices of such standards, 
together with a negotiation process whereby the parties can 
select that which best meets their needs. Addition of a new 
choice to the set, or subsetting an existing one which has 
fallen into disuse, then permits incremental adaptation to 
changing circumstances with theminimum of disruption. 

The fourth aspect "storage and archive" was originally 
mistakenly supposed to be driven by need for a c i e n t  
implementation of search and retrieval within an overall goal 
of total cost minimization, including the time of users of the 
database. After discussion, it became apparent that 
implementing this goal is a responsibility of overall 
management, whereas the provision for cost allocation 
purposes of data on design options and usage of system 
resources is just one of several similar requirements on 
practitioners of the discipline of database design and 



operations. Meeting these requirements requires, however, 
orgnnization of metadata in much the same manner as in 
other disciplines. 

A Taxonomv of Database Functionality - Part 1 

2.3: A taxonomy 

At the IEEE workshop it became apparent that there are 
two different kinds of metadata: guide and control. Guide 

ID. Owrall Functionaliy: 
Example(JI; 
Knowledge and @Uicnctionsprivate to database: 
Knawledgs hot must be shared or exchanged with user or another 

Additianal capabilities required of user or database environment. 
database; 

1. Store and provide h u m  inkprdable descriptions: 
File storage and n(rievll, 
Physical file rcprcStntation, @tore & @”kve file; 
Identifier as fill node and We nanx 

Map required infbrmation to node and file name, viewer for file 
e.g. tigga.&lro.gov /usrlpaUVfile.nsme; 

format. 

2. Locate infolmalh: 
GCDIS Masta D m ,  Boolean libmy search; 

database, @tietrieve matching data objtds, 

data object@); 

data objects. 

quay, map from keywords and index trnns to data objects in 

Query exprssbd by keywords or index ttrms, identifier for retrieved 

Map required infomation to keywords and index terms, viewer for 

3. Navigate Ml0ngrervff.r: 

www. ems 161; 
Nodenama, m a p h  HTMLbuttons to objeds pointed to (internal 

Menu md descriptive text, v i m  for dah obj- 
hfapnquindinfamationtomenuterminology, HTMLortquivalent 

tothe node andatotba&), @re&icve and display objeds; 

language. 

4. A d v d  scardl for i n f d o n :  
LibrrrysearchWithfeedbrck[7]; 
Content analysis which @generates maps of data objects to index 

ttmy maps from index terms and synonyms to objects, @parse 
query, @modify default heuristics based on user profile. @rank 
data objcctr by similarity to query, 

user-system dialog 

reflecting principles of content analysis. 

Quay languaseaxlventions principles of mten t  axlalys~ hislory of 

Map retrieved data objeds to required information, refm queries 

5. Exdrangeoffila-withpartiallyselfdemibingabstraddatastructures: 
NetCDF[S].HDF; 
Byte transform NICS (.e.g little and big endian), @ran.&o~km 

Full node md file name, file format structure, format defdtion 
uti I i ti er, 

metadat.; 

http://tigga.&lro.gov


A Taxonomv of Database Functionalitv - Part 2 

11.shereinfamation bctwcendatabasescMblingdistributedqueriesand 
l!andii*m: 

S c h l u m b e r g c r [ l l ] , F ~ D a t a ~ S y t e m s  [12]; 
Logicalrtruceurco€databacc(thismaybethetableMmes,key 

tkmcdr in all objects in database, relationship of key elements), 
allowable tranrformationz for each "object". mldheuristia 
underlying transformaions, and metria for selading 'best" 
tnnrformation; 

Integrate private knowledge into global schema and tncbchema. 
mapping of each name spacc into common identifi- @&ar~~ 
query, @titrialike elements of query and synchronize where 
required, @ntrieve and assemble elanents of query, @ x a x k  
tnndbrmations, strtus of each database, status of tramfen and 
tnnrfomutions; 

Transfer language with mapping fiom conceptual level to differeat 
logical rcprcsmtations, name & synctYonization servim 

12 Ranotc query at conqtual level with uca-d;ltabare dialog to resolve 
ambiguities - assuming common terminology: 

See Wald & Sotenso0 [13] 
Logical structure of databay process dacription, @pane query. 

@crieve matching instances, @describe &elnative 
intqrdationr & retrieved objw, 

Conccpturl structure of dalsbase and process. allowable query 

metadata is intended solely for use by humans and is 
expressed in natural language. Control metadata, on the other 
hand, is intended primarily for use in directly affecting 
database or other computer system operations, though it is 
desirable that it be intelligible to scientists andor database 
managers. It may be expressed in a controlled vocabulary and 
syntax, or, for example, embedded in the structure of a 
relational database, as the database of a specialized 
knowledge representation language such as Prolog, or even 
in a generalized entity relationship or semantic net language 
li-om which it is translated as needed for applications. If it is 
not available to the computer, the user has to substitute. 
However, the boundary between these two kinds of metadata 
is not fixed. Indeed the goal of a strategy for improving our 

handling of metadata should be to move that boundmy 
towards increasing the control category in an evolutionaxy 
mannerconslsh t with the investments of time and resources 
required and the benefits to be expected. The Tables outline 
different types of database fimctionality in order roughly of 
increasing sophistication of the control metadata required. 
The list is illustrative rather than exhaustive and should be 
considered a draft rather than a final product. For each 
numbered item the header indicates the approximate concept 
in mind, and the first displayed paragraph lists some 
examples. The following two displayed paragraphs attempt 
to list the knowledge required (control metadata) divided 
between that which need be explicit only to the computerized 
system, and that which must either be exchanged across the 



interface with a user or precisely understood by both parties. 
The second paragrnph also indicates in a general way some of 
the functions, distinguished by the @sign, that must be 
implemented within the database system and utilize the 
control metadata The fourth paragraph contains a very crude 
indication of residual functionality which must become h m  
the user or &om the information system external to the 
database. A possible architecture addressing how this might 
be accomplished is discussed in the next section. 

The knowledge that must be codified as control metadata 
is discipline specific. Though spatially extensive variables 
(fields) are common to the Earth sciences and some other 
disciplines such as aerodynamics, imposing some uniformity 
of approach to measurement, analysis, and modeling across 
these areas, practical techniques vary widely, and diversity 
tends to be more apparent than commonality. Thus, in 
general, sharing of methodologies and tools between 
disciplines must come at a more abstract level than the data 
structures based on regular grids which are so valuable for 
visualization [ 151 and certain types of modeling studies (see 
item 5 in Table 1). Direct comparison in item 6 of the format 
required for metadata to be exchanged among Geographic 
Idormation Systems [9] with that among Macromolecule 
Crystallography units [lo] shows that each is highly 
structured, but sems to hold out little hope for direct sharing 
of procasing software between the parent groups other than 
a file system. In addition, the wide range of Ihctionalities 
listed matches the present realities of the different areas. 
However, deeper analysis does suggest a methodology that 
holds out considerable promise of economies of scale by 
combining in novel ways general purpose software that is 
mostly already widely available, while initiative by individual 
groups is not merely permitted but is positively required. 

3: A conceptual architecture for a 
metadatabase 

3.1: Objectives 
There are several objectives that the desired metadatabase 

architecture should satis@. First it should support any desired 
set of functionality drawn from the Tables or similar 
functionality. The software tools developed under this 
architecture should not be specialized to discipline or limited 
to functionality for a particular application instead these limits 

should be in the contents of the database. The architecture 
should allow the developers to take full advantage of existing 
software tools h m  different vendors as “off-the-shelf” parts. 
Finally, it should support the interdisciplinary use of a 
collection of metadatabases. 

3.2: Defmition of a metadatabase 

The metadatabase envisioned in this paper is a repository 
for persistent information structured according to various 
abstract data models e.g. blobs, documents, spreadsheets, 
relational, object oriented, fiames, rules, etc., together with 
the capabiityfbmmipulatingtbe contents in ways CoElSisfent 
with those data models. A metadatabase is partitioned into a 
number of logically disjoint subsystems, one for each abstract 
data model. Each subsystem consists of the i n f i t i o n  store 
and a software tool that supports a specific set of operations 
on the information store. Each such operation is a method 
which transfom an input message and a prior state of the 
contents of that infomation store into an output message and 
a subsequent state of the contents. The input and output 
messages to the subsystems are in a format required by the 
abstract data type (e.g. an SQL quexy). From an information 
systems perspective, each metadatabase subsystem can be 
viewed as an encapsulated data object communicating solely 
by message passing 

3.3: Description of the architecture 
The proposed architecture for a metadatabase that meets 

the objectives set out above is a set of three conceptual layers 
with soilware tools joining adjacent layers (figure 2). The 
lowest, and most familiar, layer is the physical layer where the 
physical implementation of the system in the computing 
environment exists. Next is the logical layer where 
communication occurs with the metadatabase subsystems. 
This communication takes place in the input/output language 
appropriate foc each subsystem software tool. Connecting the 
physical and logical layers are the software tools that are used 
today to manage and manipulate database and information 
stores. Examples of these tools range h m  relational 
databasemanagement systems RDMBS, to text indexing and 
searching systems such as a wide area information server 
(WAIS). Above the logical layer is the conceptual layer that 
consists of a representation of the contents of the 
metadatabase, acpressed in a sufliciently expressive language 
or semantic net model to define concepts by description, 



independent of their instantiation at the lower levels. 
Connecting the conceptual and logical layers is a 
metadatabase management system (MDBMS) which 
translates messages h the external interface into and out of 
representations of the metadatabase at the conceptual level; 
manages messages to, fiom, and between the various logical 
lcvcl subsystems; and translates results into user or other 
external views. The remainder of this section considers the 
elements of this architecture in greater detail. 

Physical level: 
The domain at this level involves things like files on 

vnrious media, hash tables, etc., or metadata for management 
of hierarchical mass storage. It is private to the software tool 
managing a particular subset of a metadatabase, and is not 
considered further here. 

Logical Level: 
The logical level is the level at which communication 

occurs with the metadatabase subsystems. Communication 
takes place in the input/output language appropriate for each 
subsystem software tool. A mentioned above the subsystems 
are different abstract data models. Entities andor 
relationships relevant to a specific scientific discipline are 
expressed as an instance of the appropriate abstract data 
model. Thus the names of all explicit entities and 
relationships are defmed together with permissible attribute 
types and values (e.g. 'green" is a permissible value of 
atfribute <cole ,  and is of type <strinp) The domain of this 
instance ( o h  confusingly also called a model) is the 
scientific knowledge within the discipline. The primary 
scientific data themselves describe particular instances of 
these concepts, processes and transformations. 

The non-redundant operations that can consistently be 
performed on the database at the logical level, e.g. "create an 
instance of entity <name with attributes 4nstancei+, 
<attributeI>,<attribute2>", 'retrieve all instances which 
match q u ~ " ,  "create entity vlame> with attributes 
(*butenam*, <attribute type, cvalue restrictiow), are 
limited by the abstract data model itself, and for simplicity are 
assumed all to be supported by the sohare tool for that 
subsystem. They may affect only actual data held by the 
subsystem (generally metadata as seen by a scientist), or may 
alter the structure of that data. They are not normally 
regarded as part of the logical level data model, though they 
are crucial to understanding the overall functionality of the 
system. Messages between a subsystem and the MDBMS are 

in a language that desxibes operations of the s o h a r e  tool as 
well as the entities and relations in the subsystem data store. 

One of the subsystems, the processor subsystem, has no 
internal state but executes an extensible set of methods each 
corresponding to an independent procedure (a hction) 
which takes and returns a p m r i b e d  set of arguments. These 
procedures are themselves stored in the database and 
executed as required, using late binding to pass the 
arguments. This subsystem is the catchall for disciplinary 
specific logic or arithmetic that cannot be accomplished by 
the methods provided by the other subsystems, and should be 
used as sparingly as possible. 

4etadatabase management system (MDBMS): 
Conceptual Archetecture for a Metadatabasl 

Conceptual 

Metadatabase 
Management 

System 

Logical 

Physical 

The MDBMS coLlsists of two components, a Message Unit 
and a Translator. Tbe Message Unit dispatches, receives and, 
manages messages f h m  the various logical level subsystems 
and the external interface. The Translator translates the 
messages into and out of logical representation and 
insbnceof the conceptual level model, as well as into and out 

.-. 



of various user or other external views. 

To support the external interface the h4DBMS provides an 
applications program interface (MI). The user, or other 
applications, interact with the API to request and receive 
information fiom the MDBMS and the Translator casts the 
requests into controlled forms (fiames) for entering or 
retrieving data fiom the various subsystems. Once the 
request is cast into the appropriate set of fiames for the 
proper logical subsystems the Message Unit passes these 
fim to the logical subsystem tools that are needed to fulfill 
the request. As responses return form the subsystems the 
Mesage Unit retrieves the resulting fiames and returns them 
to the Translator to be passed to the external interface. In 
addition, because it must understand all logical models to 
perform the task of receiving and responding to user requests, 
the Translator and Message Unit can be used to allow 
information to flow between the logical level subsystems by 
translating messages from logical model into conceptual 
model and back to logical model. 

Conceptual level: 
The conceptual level is a representation of the contents of 

the metadatabase, cast in a diciently expressive language or 
semantic net model to define concepts by description, 
independent of their instantiation at the lower levels. This 
level describes all entity and relationship names and their 
common aliases, permissible attribute values and defaults; 
pmvision for input and output; the roles of ephemeral entities 
m t e d  by events such as a user initiated query on the primary 
data, as well as changes in the metadata itself and; the 
modeling of operations (Le. events) in addition to static 
entities and relations. 

A key reQuiremefit at this level is that every concept (entity 
or operation) which is atomic in the various subsystem 
models must be describable in the conceptual model 
language. If so, by mapping the subsystem atoms onto 
constructs ii-om the atomic concepts, everything known to the 
subsystems can be translated to the conceptual level. 
Conversely, if an external input to the conceptual model is 
expanded into its atomic concepts but cannot be complete 
mapped into those of the subsystems, then there are aspects 
of the input that are unknowable to the system. This 
information should then be passed by the Central Control Unit 
back to the API for conective action. Another requirement is 
that the details of the conceptual model be subsumable in 
various ways into more general concepts which resemble as 
closely as possible those that are natural to a human user. For 

each different class ofuser there should be a default view that 
can be constructed by the translator from concepts in the 
database. Thus the contents of the metadatabase must be self- 
describing. 

3.4: Discussion 
This conceptual architecture closely resembles that has 

been prototyped by Hsu and collaborators [4], [I41 for the 
domain of computer-aided manufacturing, and is consistent 
with implementations that are distributed over largely 
autonomous units and can evolve gracefblly with time. They 
may also be scaleable to large numbers of units, though 
practical is still limited. The architecture has not 
yet been tried within the domain of scientific resxmh, and it 
remainstobedetermtned how well it supports an incremental 
path through the levels of fimctionality exemplified by the 
Tables. 

A second important aspect of this approach is that 
inaeasing hctionality requires representing in the database 
more domain specific knowledge, in particular the structure 
and semantics of standard concepts and process for 
measurement, inference, and control within each scientific 
discipline. Such representation allows a user to interact with 
the information system at a more general level, responses 
being presented in the first instance based on default 
assumptions or probabilistic reasoning rather than detailed 
specifications. However, it is unlikely ever to be complete, 
and guide information, prepared by humans for humans but 
accessedfhmthedatabase, will remain an integraI part ofthe 
strategy. The sophistication and extent of this howledge 
representation is likely to increase with time, dependmg on 
the needs, initiative, and resources of individual disciplines 
within the opportunity presented by a clear conceptualization 
of the specific tasks that have to be accomplished and the 
availability of appropriate general tools. 

4: Conclusions 
This paper has discussed the need to develop tools for 

building complex scientific metadatabase, and to a lesser 
extent the need to develop or find a modeling system for this 
tool development to take place. Less emphasized in this 
presentation but, critically important is the development or 
idenacation of languages and modeling methods required to 
develop the MDBMS. Without a language and modeling 



methodology the conshuctions of generalizable software tools 
to develop scientific metadatabases can not occur. 

This presentation heavily stresses the ability to integrate 
dirrkfflt types of available database management systems or 
processor software into a powerful tool for applications 
programmers or scientists to build complex metadatabases 
which they can understand. The key component of the 
MDBMS software is the translator which, to the authors' 
knowledge, has not yet been prototyped in a generalizable 
form. Yet some capability like this is sorely needed. As a 
Simple example, note that relational abstract data model does 
not support restrictions on attribute values like x .c 1. Thus, 
recording and enforcement of such items will require then 
access to a different subsystem, such as a rule-based model or 
an evaluator of algebraic expressions such as MathCAD. 
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